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The planetary super-state must be dismantled at the dawn of the Advance
Age to avoid a revolt against the state or from being seen as an external threat to an
extraterrestrial intelligence. The super-state exists in the Scientific Age as a
civilization that is on the verge of Class 2 and in that manner close to harnessing
the energy of a star only approximately 100 years after human civilization arrives
at the Advance Age. A peaceful civilization that has made First Contact with
countless alien civilizations in many different regions having settled in almost a
dozen habitable zones that will perpetuate human survival.

Unable to cohabitate very little will be known about these alien beings or
what their affairs may entail, but only that so few has ventured onto the outer
habitable zones to explore and associate with these diverse alien races in a galaxy
teeming with primitive life in which only so few has made it as far as Class 2.
Even then humanity dares not encroach into their solar habitats and other habitable
areas they lay claim. Choosing only to promote and exert the internationalist
model that will safe-guard human self-interest and security from any impending
hardship.

Humanity is gripped by the economics of mutual self-interest and markets.
They are associationists in free-trade and the self-management of labor. Under the
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jurisdiction of the council of the scientific planetary super-state. Whom must
oversee the authoritarian control and the defense of the planetary super-state for
the welfare and tranquility of the workforce and its democratically elected
workers’ councils. That is the council of the planetary super-state unilaterally
upholds and protects the democratic order from any existential external/internal
threat.

The beginning of the Advance Age anticipates a transitional period in which
the planetary super-state is dismantled. That is anticipatory existence becomes a
necessary prerequisite for a healthy transition where decision-making in matters of
economics is made in ever increasing small steps. Taking short-strides, at a
growing rate, in decision-making allows the self-management of labor to make
exact long-term outcomes without finiteness.

For unfeasibility is known to be the problematic conundrum of perfect
anticipation. In which anticipatory economic existence is the near-perfect
anticipation of both flaw and precise decision-making. Where if the super-state is
to be dismantled then contact will be lost between Earth and the outer habitable
zones.
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If that’s the case, then perfect decision-making becomes harder to achieve
and in that flaw decision-making becomes, yet again, a dire threat. For if Class 2
anticipates the achievement of the harnessing of a star, and Anarcho-syndicalism
must successfully take-over the role of the declining religious state, then human
beings must interconnect decision-making in such a way that flaw-decision making
is near avoidable and peaceful co-existence is achieved that is long-lasting and
wildly strong in its capacity to prolong humanity’s perpetuation until the OmegaKardeshev scale reaches finitude.

The Third Task poses the final question for PHPR [The Physicalist
Program]: how does economic existence avoid futility in ever increasing steps
until flaw decision-making is overtaking by anticipatory existence? In which
avoiding futility is a paradoxical apparition to anticipatory economic existence.

It’s a mathematical science task that anticipates incalculable formalism and
ingenuity. Ushering in the dismantling of the planetary super-state and the strongindependence of the space-habitats, terraformed planets, and the regional industrial
federation of planet Earth and the outer habitable zones.
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Where the internationalist model is actualized and the habitable zones give
way to Anarcho-syndicalism. A highly advance technological civilization which,
by harnessing the energy of a star, accomplishes the unforeseeable. By also
harnessing Incalculability, they achieve perpetual anticipatory existence.
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